Introduction
============

Teenagers often display a marked lack of the cognitive control necessary to make adaptive decisions, contributing to a steep increase in risk taking during adolescence ([@B45]). These increases in risky behaviors are thought to reflect, in part, an immature cognitive control system that is unable to effectively regulate the changing physiological and psychosocial influences that occur during this developmental period ([@B25]; [@B41]; [@B42]). Although immature cognitive control capacities, subserved by a relatively late-developing prefrontal cortex (PFC), have been proposed to underlie this increased risk taking in adolescence ([@B41]; [@B42]; [@B44]), no clear picture exists of what patterns of activation represent "immature" or "mature" brain states, with studies finding both increased and decreased activation in adolescents compared with adults. Prior research has largely obtained neuroimaging data at one time point, which may be particularly problematic when studying adolescence, a time of significant neural changes that do not occur simultaneously for all individuals. Instead, longitudinal repeated measures are necessary to track changes in PFC development within individuals as well as links to risk-taking behavior over time.

Cross-sectional studies comparing children, adolescents, and adults have shown mixed patterns of activation in overlapping regions of frontoparietal networks associated with cognitive control (see [@B10] for review). Some studies have found that adolescents have reduced activation in ventral and dorsal prefrontal regions compared to adults ([@B1]; [@B6]; [@B39], [@B38]; [@B28]), whereas other studies have found increased activation among adolescents in these same regions ([@B15], [@B14]; [@B4]; [@B8]). Still others have reported both age-related increases and decreases in prefrontal regions from childhood to adulthood ([@B47]; [@B26]) as well as non-linear changes across development ([@B49]).

These discrepant results may be due to methodological limitations of cross-sectional designs, which may obscure the relationship between brain and behavior across adolescence. For example, when considering developmental trajectories where all individuals experience change but not necessarily in the same direction or at the same rate, cross sectional designs can lead to results that contradict one another ([@B22]; [@B27]). Given the wide variation in the timing and rate of puberty ([@B30]; [@B31]), adolescence may be a period of development which is especially difficult to fully characterize only using cross-sectional designs because individuals of the same chronological age may be in very different places of their individual developmental trajectory. A second limitation of prior cross-sectional studies is the large variability in ages used to represent children, adolescents, and adults. Wide age-ranges for developmental categories can obscure differences that exist within-category, which, given the variability between an average 13 and 18-year-old ([@B17]; [@B43]), is particularly problematic when studying adolescents. Moreover, by clustering these individuals for comparison with adults, non-linear changes across adolescence may be obscured. These concerns make it difficult to draw cogent conclusions about developmental differences in neural activation related to cognitive control from the largely cross-sectional, extant literature.

In order to address these concerns and draw meaningful conclusions about adolescence, both in terms of cognitive control and general neuro-behavioral development, longitudinal studies are needed to help clarify changes that occur across development by examining individual trajectories across time. Longitudinal studies offer the advantage of removing between-subject variability, instead using the individual as their own baseline for comparison ([@B23]). Additionally, longitudinal analyses do not make assumptions about the stability of brain-behavior relationships and are particularly well suited to detecting developmental transitions ([@B22]). Finally, in order to fully understand how changes in PFC activation contribute to adolescent risk taking, it is essential to link observed patterns of neural activation with changes in real-world behavior across development ([@B3]). Because few studies examine the links between changes in neural development and changes in behavior, it remains unclear what neural patterns constitute immaturity -- more or less activation ([@B34]). Longitudinal studies may be able to clarify the relationships between activation and behavior, as well as changes in these relationships over time.

In the current study, we followed adolescents over one year to examine how developmental changes in cognitive control-related neural activation predict changes in risk-taking behavior. We used risk-taking as an externally relevant behavioral marker of maturity, building off work that shows that longitudinal decreases in regulatory neural activity is reflected in reduced risky behavior ([@B35]). In an attempt to reduce noise caused by differences in age among individuals sampled, we recruited a sample of 8^th^ graders who were all 14-years-old at the first wave, and followed them for one year. This is appears to be a period of developmental change for adolescents in terms of structural brain development ([@B40]), performance on cognitive control tasks ([@B24]), and performance-related neural activation during cognitive control ([@B21]; [@B11]). In light of these changes, brain-behavior relationships may alter substantially as adolescents go through this transition. Given the seemingly contradictory results of prior neuroimaging research (i.e., is more or less activation indicative of a mature neural response? see [@B10]), we tested whether using a snapshot of neural activation or longitudinal changes in PFC activation in a cognitive control context differentially predict changes in risk-taking behavior.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Participants
------------

Twenty healthy adolescents participated in the current study at two waves, once in the 8^th^ grade and again in the 9^th^ grade (13 males). At Wave 1 (W1) all adolescents were 14 years old (*M* = 14.39 years, *SD* = 0.34), and at Wave 2 (W2) all adolescents were 15 years old (*M* = 15.20, *SD* = 0.31). At each wave, participants completed an fMRI scan and self-report measures of their risk-taking behavior. An additional three adolescents participated but are not included in analyses (one participant had excessive inter-slice head movement (\>2.0 mm), and two participants did not provide self-report data at W1). Adolescent participants provided written assent and parents provided written consent in accordance with the policies of the University's Institutional Review Board.

Materials and Procedure
-----------------------

### Cognitive Control Task

Participants completed a Go-NoGo (GNG) task, which measures behavioral and neural markers of cognitive control. Participants were presented with brief (500 ms) trials in which they saw a single letter and were instructed to press a button to all letters (go trials) with the exception of X (nogo trials). Xs were presented on 25% of the trials. Thus, participants developed a pre-potent response to press during go trials but had to inhibit during no-go trials. Each trial was separated by a fixation period that was jittered with a gamma distribution (*M* = 1000 ms). Participants completed the task four times across four separate blocks. Each block of the task consisted of 80-trials; comprising 60 go and 20 nogo trials. Each block was separated by a 60 s rest period. Effective cognitive control was measured via successfully inhibiting the button press on no-go trials.

### Adolescent Risk Taking

At both W1 and W2, adolescents reported on their risk-taking behavior using a modified version of the Adolescent Risk-Taking Scale ([@B2]; [@B48]). Participants completed 12 questions indicating how frequently (1 = *Never* to 4 = *Many Times*) they engaged in a variety of risky behaviors (e.g., "I have gotten high or drunk at a party," and "I have slipped out at night while my parents thought I was asleep."). The scale had good internal reliability at both waves (Cronbach's α: W1 = 0.76; W2 = 0.89). To examine change in risk taking across the two sessions, we computed a difference score representing W2 scores minus W1 scores.

### Pubertal Development

At both W1 and W2, adolescents self-reported on their level of pubertal maturation using the Peterson Pubertal Developmental Scale (PDS; [@B33]). Questions on the PDS assess pubertal development along a number of dimensions including growth, the appearance of body hair, and changes in the skin. Male-specific questions address changes in voice and facial hair, while female-specific questions address breast development and menarche. Participants respond on a four-point scale for each question with (1) indicating that development has not begun, (2) indicating that development has barely begun, (3) indicating that development has substantially begun, and (4) indicating that development is or appears to be complete.

fMRI Data Acquisition
---------------------

Imaging data were collected using a 3 Tesla Siemens Trio MRI scanner. The GNG task included T2^∗^-weighted echoplanar images (EPI) \[slice thickness = 3mm; 38 slices; TR = 2 s; matrix = 92x92; FOV = 230 mm; voxel size 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm × 3mm\]. Structural scans consisted of a T2 weighted, matched-bandwidth (MBW), high-resolution, anatomical scan (TR = 4 s; TE = 64 ms; FOV = 230; matrix = 192 mm × 192mm; slice thickness = 3 mm; 38 slices) and a T1^∗^ magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE; TR = 1.9 s; TE = 2.3 ms; FOV = 230; matrix = 256 × 256; sagittal plane; slice thickness = 1 mm; 192 slices). The orientation for the MBW and EPI scans was oblique axial in order to maximize brain coverage.

### fMRI Data Preprocessing and Analysis

Data were preprocessed and analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, Institute of Neurology, London, UK) software package. Preprocessing was conducted separately for the W1 and W2 scans, which included spatial realignment to correct for head motion (no participant exceeded 1mm of maximum image-to-image motion in any direction), and coregistration with the high-resolution T1^∗^ MPRAGE structural scan, which was subsequently segmented into gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid. The transformation matrix used to normalize the MPRAGE images was then applied to the MBW and functional images in order to transform them into the standard stereotactic space defined by the Montreal Neurological Institute and the International Consortium for Brain Mapping. Normalized functional images were smoothed using an 8mm Gaussian kernel, full-width-at-half maximum, to increase the signal-to-noise-ratio. The general linear model in SPM8 was used in order to perform statistical analyses, convolving each trial with a canonical hemodynamic response function. High-pass temporal filtering (cutoff 128 s) was applied to remove low-frequency drift across the time series. Serial autocorrelations were estimated with a restricted maximum likelihood algorithm using an autoregressive model order of 1.

In each participant's first level model, the preprocessed W1 and W2 scans were concatenated. The task was modeled as an event-related design, with a trial duration of 500ms. In each participant's fixed-effects model, a general linear model (GLM) was created for each regressor of interest to separate the different events, including successful go trials, successful no-go trials, false alarms (i.e., pressing on no-go trials), and misses (i.e., inhibiting the button response on go trials). These regressors were modeled separately for W1 and W2. Null events consisted of the jittered inter-trial fixation periods plus the one minute rest period between blocks and were not explicitly modeled therefore constituting the implicit baseline. In order to examine linear changes in BOLD signal within the task session, a parametric modulator was included for nogo trials. Trials were linearly weighted, such that trials during the first block were weighted with a 0 and trials in the final block with a 3. By modeling this parametric regressor, we were able to examine linear increases or decreases in BOLD response across the task blocks. To examine longitudinal changes in neural reactivity, contrasts between W1 and W2 were computed at the individual level.

Random effects, group-level analyses were performed on all individual subject contrasts using GLMFlex. GLMFlex corrects for variance-covariance inequality, partitions error terms, removes outliers and sudden activation changes in the brain, and analyzes all voxels containing data^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^. In the current study, all group-level analyses focused on trials where participants successfully inhibited their responses (nogo), as our primary goal was to examine neural activation supporting changes in effective cognitive control. In order to examine how changes in neural activation covaried with changes in self-reported risk-taking behavior, whole-brain regression analyses were conducted by entering changes in risk-taking (i.e., difference score between risk taking at W2--W1) as a regressor.

Correction for multiple comparisons was run using a Monte Carlo simulation through 3dClustSim from the AFNI software package ([@B50], updated April 2016) using the group-level brain mask. The simulation resulted in a voxel-wise threshold of *p* \< 0.005 and a minimum cluster size of 68 voxels for the whole brain, corresponding to *p* \< 0.05 corrected. In order to plot significant effects, parameter estimates of signal intensity were extracted from the clusters using the MarsBar toolbox in SPM. Because we used a parametric modulator, parameter estimates represent the slope of linear change across weighted trials (i.e., from block 1 to block 4), such that a positive value indicates within session linear increases in activation, a negative value indicates within session linear decreases in activation, and a value of 0 indicates stability in neural activation across the four blocks of the task. Parametric weights were applied across the four blocks in the same manner across individuals and waves for consistency (e.g. block 1 = 0, block 2 = 1, etc.). As such, all group-level whole-brain analyses are computed on the contrasts representing the main effect of block.

Results
=======

Behavioral Results
------------------

### Behavioral Performance during Cognitive Control

Participants committed moderate levels of false alarms on average across blocks at both waves (W1: *M* = 27.59%, *SD* = 11.62, *range* = 3.75-47.5%; W2: *M* = 26.72%, *SD* = 14.40, *range* = 1.25--45%). In order to test for effective behavioral inhibition during cognitive control, we examined false alarm rates (i.e., failed inhibition during the go/nogo task) at W1 and W2. We conducted a 4 (block: 1--4) × 2 (wave: W1 and W2) way repeated measures analysis of variance. We found a significant main effect of block on false alarm rate \[*F*(1,19) = 13.24, *p* = 0.002, *d* = 0.41\] however, no main effect of wave \[*F*(1,19) = 0.004, *p* = 0.95, *d* \< 0.001\] or a wave × block interaction \[*F*(1,19) = 0.10, *p* = 0.75, *d* = 0.005\]. Adolescents showed increasing false alarms over successive blocks, indicating poorer performance within the task session; however, this effect was similar at both W1 and W2. Adolescent also reported low levels of risk-taking behavior on average \[W1: *M* = 1.35, *SD* = 0.32, *range* = 1--2.25; W2: *M* = 1.44, *SD* = 0.50, *range* = 1--2.75\], and as a group showed no change in risk taking between W1 and W2 \[*t*(19) = --1.36, *p* = 0.19\]. Self-reported risk taking at W1, W2, or longitudinal changes in risk taking (W2--W1) were not associated with false alarm rates (within task session or across waves).

fMRI Results
------------

### Neural Activation at W1 and Links to Changes in Risk Taking

In whole brain analyses, we first examined the main effect of neural activation across the task blocks during successful Nogo trials at W1. As shown in **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**, adolescents showed decreased activation in the right parietal lobe and bilateral calcarine gyri. To examine brain-behavior links, we next examined how brain activation at W1 was associated with risk taking at W2. In whole brain regression analyses, we regressed risk-taking behavior at W2 (controlling for W1) onto neural activation during successful Nogo trials across the blocks at W1. Results indicate a negative correlation in the bilateral ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC; **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**). For descriptive purposes, we extracted parameter estimates of signal intensity from the VLPFC cluster and plotted this activation with adolescents' risk-taking behavior. As shown in **Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**, greater activation in VLPFC activation at W1 was associated with lower risk-taking behavior at W2, suggesting an adaptive role of greater VLPFC activation.

###### 

Neural regions showing a main effect of task block.

  Anatomical Region                 ±    BA   *x*   *y*    *z*   *t*    *k*
  --------------------------------- ---- ---- ----- ------ ----- ------ -----
  *W1 Activation*                                                       
  Calcarine Gyrus                   --   17   --6   --91   --5   5.20   712
  R Inferior Parietal Lobule^a^     --   39   45    --49   52    6.27   86
  R Precuneus^a^                    --   7    18    --46   52    3.74   
  *Change in Activation (W2--W1)*                                       
  R Supramarginal Gyrus             \+   40   66    --31   28    4.32   88

L and R refer to left and right hemispheres; + and -- refer to positive or negative effect; BA refers to Brodmann Area of peak voxel;

k

refers to the number of voxels in each significant cluster;

t

refers to peak activation level in each cluster;

x, y

, and

z

refer to MNI coordinates.

a

indicate that peak voxels are part of a contiguous cluster.

###### 

Neural regions that correlated with changes in risk taking during successful nogo trials.

  Anatomical Region                      ±    BA   *x*    *y*    *z*    *t*    *k*
  -------------------------------------- ---- ---- ------ ------ ------ ------ -----
  *W1 Activation*                                                              
  L Ventrolateral Prefrontal Cortex      --   10   --36   53     --2    5.14   209
  R Ventrolateral Prefrontal Cortex      --   10   39     62     --5    4.54   73
  Cerebellum                             --        0      --52   --41   7.18   231
  *Change in Activation (W2--W1)*                                              
  L Ventrolateral Prefrontal Cortex      \+   10   --39   53     --2    6.59   286
  R Insula                               \+        36     14     --2    5.16   226
  R Superior Medial Gyrus                \+   8    3      29     52     4.15   80
  Cerebellum                             \+        0      --52   --41   6.52   227
  *W2 Activation*                                                              
  L Ventrolateral Prefrontal Cortex^∗^   \+   10   --33   50     --2    3.64   31
  L Insula^∗^                            \+        --36   20     1      4.43   57

L and R refer to left and right hemispheres; + and -- refer to positive or negative association; BA refers to Brodmann Area of peak voxel;

k

refers to the number of voxels in each significant cluster;

t

refers to peak activation level in each cluster;

x, y

, and

z

refer to MNI coordinates.

∗

Sub-threshold cluster (

k

) sizes, but included for exploratory analyses.

![**(A)** Heightened VLPFC activation at W1 is associated with declines in risk-taking behavior. **(B)** Longitudinal declines in VLPFC activation are associated with declines in risk-taking behavior. **(C)** Lower VLPFC activation at W2 is associated with declines in risk-taking behavior.](fnhum-11-00141-g001){#F1}

### Longitudinal Changes in Neural Activation and Links to Changes in Risk Taking

To examine longitudinal changes in neural activation across waves, we computed a whole-brain *t*-test to examine differences in activation between W2 and W1 for successful Nogo trials. We found longitudinal changes in the right inferior parietal lobe such that participants showed increased activation across blocks at W2 relative to W1 (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**). Next, we examined how within-subject (e.g., longitudinal) change in brain activation was related to longitudinal changes in risk-taking behavior. We conducted whole-brain regression analyses in which we regressed adolescent risk taking at W2 (controlling for W1) onto changes in neural activation during successful Nogo trials (Nogo W2 \> Nogo W1). Results indicate a positive correlation in the bilateral VLPFC in nearly identical regions identified by the cross-sectional, W1 effects, but in the opposite direction, such that adolescents who showed longitudinal declines in VLPFC activation from W1 to W2 showed lower risk taking (**Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}** and **Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Interestingly, activation in the same neural region showed a completely opposite and seemingly contradictory relationship with risk taking depending on whether activation was measured at a single time-point or longitudinally.

Exploring Disparate Results
---------------------------

Given that VLPFC activation when examined at W1 predicted lower risk taking, whereas changes in VLPFC activation from W1 to W2 predicted greater risk taking, we wanted to see if we could disentangle how examining VLFPC activity at W1 versus W2-W1 could change the conclusions drawn about brain-behaviors associations. We explored two potential explanations: the results are a statistical fluke (e.g., regression to the mean), or we are capturing a meaningful developmental transition. For exploratory purposes, we extracted parameter estimates of signal intensity for all neural analyses (i.e., W1, W2, and W2 \> W1 contrasts) from the mask constructed from the overlap between the significant VLPFC clusters found in the W1 and the W2 \> W1 contrasts (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). All statistical analyses reported below were run in SPSS using the extracted parameter estimates of signal intensity from this cluster.

![**Overlapping voxels for regressions of adolescent risk taking with W1 and W2 \> W1 neural activation**.](fnhum-11-00141-g002){#F2}

### Neural Activation at W2 and Links to Changes in Risk Taking

Because we saw an inversion of brain-behavior relationships when examining W1 and W2 \> W1 risk taking effects with the VLPFC, we examined W2 neural activation alone. To examine how neural activation at W2 is associated with risk-taking behavior, we conducted a whole-brain regression analysis, in which we regressed W2 risk taking (controlling for W1 risk taking) onto brain activation at W2. We found a positive association between risk taking and activity in a small, cluster-level uncorrected (*k* = 30) group of voxels in the left VLPFC (see **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**). As shown in **Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**, greater activation in VLPFC at W2 was associated with greater risk taking at W2 confirming the longitudinal neuroimaging results. These results seem to argue against a regression to the mean hypothesis, and instead suggest that the positive change in VLPFC activation is not driven completely by change from a negative association between VLPFC activation and W2 risk taking (controlling for W1) to a flat relationship at W2. Rather, the strong positive change seen in the W2 \> W1 contrast reflects a significant change from a negative to a positive association.

### Plotting Individual Change

Next, we extracted parameter estimates of signal intensity from the left VLPFC cluster separately from W1 and W2, and plotted individual trajectories for each subject's neural activation at W1 and W2 (**Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). For descriptive purposes, we divided the sample into adolescents who showed increases in risk taking across the year (dashed lines with the average slope depicted with the thick dashed line) and adolescents who showed decreases in risk taking (solid lines with the average slope depicted with the thick solid line). As evidenced by the initial intercept (i.e., W1 activation), adolescents who reported subsequent decreases in risk taking were likely to have higher average activation at W1 (thick solid line) compared to adolescents who increased in risk taking \[*t*(18) = 2.80, *p* = 0.012\], a pattern that reversed at W2 \[*t*(18) = --3.70, *p* = 0.002\]. Moreover, adolescents who showed decreases in risk taking showed significant declines in VLPFC activation \[*b* = 1.24, *t*(10) = 5.41, *p \<* 0.001\] while adolescents who showed increases in risk taking showed trending increases in VLPFC activation \[*b* = --1.85, *t*(8) = 2.05, *p* = 0.07\]. As the solid and dashed lines show, these trajectories caused the average activation of each group to cross one another, and this crossover resulted in the flip in relationship between brain and behavior seen in the whole-brain regression analyses. If our results were due to regression to the mean, we would expect that neural trajectories would converge instead of cross over and flip in direction.

![**Individual trajectories of VLPFC activation for adolescents who show decreases in risk taking (solid line) and increases in risk taking (dashed line)**.](fnhum-11-00141-g003){#F3}

### Mediation Analysis

To further examine how W1 and W2 \> W1 VLPFC activation are differentially associated with risk-taking behavior, we conducted mediation analyses in which we examined the indirect effect of W1 VLPFC activation on risk-taking behavior through longitudinal changes in VLPFC activation. This method allows us to examine whether (1) patterns of brain activation at W1 contribute to changes in brain activation over time (i.e., do adolescents who show high VLPFC activation at W1 those who then show declines in VLPFC activation over the year), and (2) whether longitudinal changes in VLPFC activation explain the original relationship between VLPFC activation at W1 and risk-taking behavior. Using the methods outlined by Hayes ([@B19]), we used 1,000 bootstrap samples to calculate the magnitude of the indirect effect using a bias-corrected confidence interval (CI). As shown in **Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**, heightened VLPFC activation at W1 was associated with longitudinal declines in VLPFC activation from W1 to W2 as well as lower risk taking at W2. The direct path becomes non-significant when accounting for longitudinal change in VLPFC activation, and the indirect path from W1 VLPFC activation to risk taking through changes in VLPFC activation is significant, consistent with statistically significant mediation. These results further suggest that the flip in association between VLPFC activation and changes in risk taking behavior are likely to reflect developmental changes.

![**The relationship between left VLPFC activity at W1 and changes in risk taking is mediated by longitudinal changes in left VLPFC activation.** ^∗^*p* \< 0.05, ^∗∗∗^*p* \< 0.0001.](fnhum-11-00141-g004){#F4}

### Concurrent and Longitudinal Associations

Finally, we wanted to test how VLPFC activity and risk-taking behavior are associated with one another within a single time point and across the year. To test concurrent associations, we ran first-order correlations between VLPFC activation and risk-taking behavior at each wave. We found that at W1, risk taking and VLPFC activity are not related (*r* = --0.29, *p* = 0.21); however, at W2, there is a moderately strong positive association between risk-taking behavior and VLPFC activation (*r* = 0.65, *p* = 0.002; **Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). Because the association between brain and behavior across time appears to be changing, we ran a Fisher's r-to-z transformation to test for differences between associations at W1 and W2. Results indicated that there is a significant change in the association between risk-taking behavior and VLPFC activation between W1 and W2 \[*z* = --3.13, *p*~(one-tailedtest)~ \< 0.001\]. To test longitudinal associations, we performed linear regression analyses with risk-taking behavior and VLPFC activation at W1 simultaneously to test for associations with risk taking behavior at W2. Results showed that both W1 risk taking (β = 0.68, *p* \< 0.001) and W1 VLPFC activity (β = --0.44, *p* = 0.001) were significantly associated with W2 risk taking. In contrast, when we entered W1 risk-taking and W1 VLPFC to test for associations with W2 VLPFC activation, results showed that neither risk-taking behavior (β = 0.29, *p* = 0.21) nor W1 VLPFC (*β* = --0.33, *p* = 0.15) were significantly related (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). Importantly, these results show that both risk-taking behavior and brain activation at W1 are associated with risk-taking behavior one year later, but risk-taking behavior at W1 is not associated with brain activation one year later. While not confirmatory, these findings together suggest a potential role for the VLPFC in predicting risk-taking behavior changes.

![**Correlations between variables at W1 and W2.** While W1 VLPFC activity predicts W2 risk taking controlling for W1 risk taking, the reciprocal path of W1 Risk Taking to W2 VLFPC activation controlling for W1 activity is not significant. Zero-order correlations are indicated with double-headed arrows, while regression analyses controlling for both W1 variables are indicated with single-headed arrows. ^∗∗^*p* \< 0.005, ^∗∗∗^*p* \< 0.0001.](fnhum-11-00141-g005){#F5}

Pubertal Development and Gender Differences
-------------------------------------------

Finally, we wanted to examine whether pubertal maturation or gender were associated with our constructs of interest. Adolescents showed higher levels of pubertal development at W2 (*M* = 3.20, *SD* = 0.29, *range* = 2.40--4.00) than W1 (*M* = 2.95, *SD* = 0.60, *range* = 1.60--4.00), *t*(19) = 3.39, *p* = 0.003). Age and pubertal development were not significantly related at W1 or W2 (W1: *r* = 0.322, *p* = 0.17; W2: *r* = --0.04, *p* = 0.86), likely due to the very restricted age range. Female participants showed marginally more pubertal development at W1 than males \[*t*(18) = --1.97, *p* = 0.065\] and significantly more pubertal development at W2 \[*t*(18) = --2.99, *p* = 0.008\], although there was no significant gender difference in changes in pubertal development across the year \[*t*(18 = 0.06, *p* = 0.95\]. Pubertal maturation at W1 was associated with greater risk-taking behavior at W1 (*r* = 0.60, *p* = 0.005), but pubertal maturation at W1 did not predict W2 risk-taking behavior (controlling for W1 risk taking). Pubertal maturation at W2 was marginally associated with risk-taking behavior at W2 (*r* = 0.44, *p* = 0.053). Pubertal maturation at W1 was not associated with VLPFC activation at W1, W2, or W2 \> W1. In terms of gender, males and females did not differ in VLPFC activation at W1 \[*t*(18) = 0.96, *p* = 0.35\] or W2 \[*t*(18) = --0.63, *p* = 0.54\] nor in risk-taking behavior at W1 \[*t*(18) = --1.08, *p* = 0.30\] or W2 \[*t*(18) = --1.20, *p* = 0.24\]. Finally, we re-ran all primary analyses of interest, controlling for age, and gender, and either pubertal development at W1 or the change in pubertal development. Controlling for these variables in our mediation model or including these variables as additional controls in our whole brain regression analyses, did not impact any of the effects we observed.

Discussion
==========

Prior research examining developmental differences in cognitive control-related brain function have produced mixed and contradictory results ([@B10]). These contradictions have made it difficult to draw meaningful conclusions from the current literature. Prior work has relied almost entirely on cross-sectional measurements of the brain (for exceptions see [@B21]; [@B29]; [@B5]; [@B32]), which can fail to capture important aspects of development. This is especially true in adolescence when individuals do not necessarily experience change at the same rate or in the same direction ([@B22]). Using longitudinal fMRI techniques, we found that cross-sectional approaches can result in apparently contradictory conclusions concerning relationships between brain and behavior. The reversal in the association between cognitive control-related VLPFC activation and changes in risk taking observed in the current study may reflect changing brain-behavior relationships across this transitional period of development. While further research will be required to test these hypotheses, it may be that divergent patterns of maturation in VLPFC regions result in these apparently contradictory findings. Delayed maturation of neural regions involved in cognitive control may limit adolescents' ability to regulate their behavior, resulting in increases in risky behavior.

Our findings show that at age 14 years, increased activation in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex during cognitive control was associated with less risk-taking behavior one year later. However, longitudinal neural trajectories from ages 14 to 15 show the opposite pattern, such that declines in activation during cognitive control were related to declines in risk taking. We explored this apparent discrepancy in a number of ways to assess whether our results may be driven by spurious statistical effects (e.g., regression to the mean) or may represent a meaningful development transition. First, we examined the association between risk-taking behavior and W2 neural activation on its own. We found, in contrast with W1 effects, that W2 VLPFC activation was positively associated with W2 risk-taking behavior, indicating a significant flip in the association between brain and behavior. We also plotted individual neural trajectories in order to examine the possibility that individuals are converging across the year in terms of brain activation. Rather than converging, these trajectories suggested that the adolescents who showed increased W2 risk taking versus decreased W2 risk taking had opposite patterns of neural change, crossing one another between 14- and 15-years of age. Thirdly, we performed mediation analyses to test whether longitudinal brain changes explained the association between W1 VLPFC activation and W2 risk-taking behavior. We found that longitudinal changes in VLPFC activation explained, in part, the relationship between W1 VLPFC activation and W2 risk-taking behavior. These results highlight the importance of using neural change to predict behavior during development. Fourth, using regression analyses to predict W2 brain and behavior show that while W1 VLPFC activation predicts W2 risk-taking (controlling for W1 risk taking), W1 risk taking does not predict W2 neural activation. Additionally, the relationship between VLPFC activation and risk-taking behavior changes from a negative (albeit non-significant) association to a moderately strong positive relationship, further bolstering the conclusion that this period of development involves significant changes in brain-behavior relationships.

The seemingly contradictory relationship between neural activation and risk taking may suggest that between ages 14 and 15, the relationship between neural activation and behavior reverses. This pattern is consistent with an inflection point in neural maturation related to cognitive control seen around 14 years of age ([@B7]; [@B24]; [@B11]). While previous literature has not utilized the Go/No-Go task specifically, other behavioral inhibition paradigms (e.g., see [@B24]) recruit similar regions of the VLPFC, suggesting that this period of development is a time of transition in cognitive control-related neural processes. Although increases in activation leading up to this inflection point may relate to more-optimal outcomes, further increases are disadvantageous such that youths who show additional increases in PFC activation display suboptimal decision making outcomes, whereas adolescents who reach the peak and show subsequent declines in PFC activation show declines in risk taking. This may imply that during earlier development, increases in activation represent skill acquisition. However, after stabilizing at age 14, activational decreases during cognitive control may allow PFC regions to be less energetically wasteful, diverting resources to other regions ([@B20]). Because we constrained the age of participants in order to reduce within-wave age-related variability, the specificity of our results to 14-15 year olds reduces our ability to generalize our findings across adolescence. Additional waves are necessary to extend these findings and to confirm the hypothesis of transitions in cognitive control-related neural regions; however, results thus far suggest that longitudinal approaches can both reveal neurodevelopmental effects invisible to cross-sectional studies as well as resolve disparate cross-sectional findings.

To further clarify our results, we wanted to see if we could account for the differential associations between VLPFC activation and risk-taking behavior by controlling for potential maturation effects. Previous research has shown links between pubertal maturation and increases in risk taking that are independent of chronological age ([@B9]; [@B46]; [@B13]; [@B12]), although these effects are not always consistent across genders (e.g., [@B46]; [@B12]). To address these concerns, we tested for both gender and pubertal maturation effects in our analyses. Although pubertal development was associated with some measures of risk taking, pubertal development was not associated with neural activation in the VLPFC, and gender was not associated with any variables of interest. Additionally, controlling for pubertal development and gender did not impact the results of our mediation or our regression models. Even though other forms of maturation cannot be ruled out as accounting for the effects we observe, when taken together, our findings suggest that adolescents during this period of development may be undergoing a change in how brain and behavior are related to one another in ways that are not easily explained by pubertal development.

Our results demonstrate some of the potential pitfalls of using cross-sectional neural activations in developmental populations to predict behavioral outcomes. Unless the meaning and function of neural activation remains stable across the period of development being studied, this approach can yield mixed results. The high degree of neural changes during adolescence renders this period of development particularly opaque to cross-sectional analysis, further emphasizing the importance of longitudinal work to complement the current literature. In the current study, results suggest that if we had only sampled at age 14 years, we would have arrived at very different conclusions than if we had only sampled at age 15 years. Additionally, if we sampled across this age range, the relative mix of younger and older participants likely would have biased which effect we were likely to find. In order to unpack developmental trajectories in neural development, future longitudinal work should focus on extending our knowledge about neural trajectories. Measuring 12--13 and 16--17 year olds will help to resolve the shape of this transition and implications for adolescents who develop earlier or later than their peers. Furthermore, extending longitudinal examination of these processes can allow us to examine heterogeneous, and potentially non-linear, developmental trajectories across individuals, which two- and even three-wave longitudinal studies have difficulty resolving ([@B36]; [@B37]). By comparing how changes (i.e., increases or decreases) in activation across adolescence relate to changes in behavior, we can gain a clearer picture of which patterns of activation (i.e., more or less) represent more-mature brain states.

In light of these results, several next steps can help to extend our knowledge concerning the processes of neural maturation, its consequences for behavior, and other possible methodological issues in measuring change across time in adolescence. The first, as alluded to earlier, is to extend the age range under examination. While constraining the age range of adolescence at each wave was helpful in restricting within-wave developmental differences, it limits our ability to say if these contradictory findings are specific to 14--15 year olds. Furthermore, the lack of behavioral associations between behavior on the Go/No-Go task and risky behavior was both a strength and limitation of the current analyses. While the task does not appear to have been able to discriminate significant inter-subject variability in cognitive control, the equitability of behavioral performance suggests that individuals who show differing directions of change across time may be employing the VLPFC differently during behavioral inhibition trials rather than indexing an ability to complete the task. Future work could perhaps use on an adaptive version of the Go/No-Go (e.g., the Stop Signal task) that can both equate the number of successful inhibition trials, as well as better discriminate between different competencies on the task. Finally, future research should specifically explore the hypothesis that the VLPFC is being used differently by different groups of adolescents. If adolescents are using different VLPFC-dependent strategies to employ cognitive control, these individual differences may have important consequences for how successfully adolescents can regulate their behavior in more-challenging contexts. Finally, although we focused on the VLPFC in the current manuscript because of our *a priori* hypothesis about its involvement in cognitive control-related processes, the insula also shows similar (although not as consistent) patterns to the VLPFC across this period of development. Previous work has shown insula involvement in regulatory processes (e.g., [@B18]; [@B16]), and future work should seek to explore the joint and specific contributions that VLPFC and insula are making to cognitive control processes and their impact on risk-taking behavior.

Conclusion
==========

Results from the current study reveal inferential pitfalls inherent in cross-sectional neuroimaging work. When predicting adolescent engagement in risk taking using cross-sectional and longitudinal neuroimaging data, we found that these approaches yield completely opposite relationships between neural activation and risk taking. This further suggests that using neuroimaging data at a single time point to predict behavioral changes can introduce serious interpretation errors when failing to account for changes in neural trajectories and highlights the need for longitudinal work to augment the extant literature on neural development, cognitive control, and risk taking in adolescents.
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